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4-5 Fat Eighths of print fabric (or scraps of fabric), cut:
3 - 2" x 21" strips for the tea towel (one each of three different prints)

1 - 8" x 8" square of one print for the hot pad backing
1 - 2" x 10" strip for the optional hangers 

112 - 2" squares (at least)

2 Fat Quarter of print fabric for the oven mitt lining and binding
Use the template provided to cut two oven mitt linings as shown below

Scraps of Cotton Batting or Insul-Bright and a store bought tea towel

1 Sew 2" squares together as shown to make two 
9½" x 12½" rectangles.  4  Cut out another two oven mitt shapes using the 

fat quarter of print fabric for the lining.

Kitchen S et Tutorial
" Fabric Requirements & Cutting "

 " Oven Mitt Assembly "
All seams are ¼" unless otherwise noted.

2 Layer the pieced 9½" x 12½" rectangles on top 
of two layers of cotton batting or one layer of 

Insul-Bright and quilt as desired.  Use the provided 
template to 
make two oven 
mitt shapes.  
(Note: you will 
need one shape 
in each direc-
tion as shown).

3  Press the 2" x 10" rectangle of print fabric in 
half and then open up 

the strip and press the raw 
edges towards the centre.  
Using your sewing machine 
stitch ⅛" in from each side 
to make the optional hang-
ers.  Cut the strip in half to 
make two hanger loops.  
Attach one loop to an oven 
mitt shape using a ⅛" seam 
allowance.

5  Match the exterior and lining pieces of the oven 
mitt.  Sew around the sides and top of each piece 

and then turn the exterior piece so that the right 
side is out.  Insert the lining piece inside of the oven 
mitt so that the wrong sides are touching.   Bind the 
opening so that the raw edges are covered.  
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 "  Hot Pad Assembly "

1 Sew the three 2" x 21" strips together to make 
one 5" x 21" rectangle.  Press the seam allowanc-

es open.    

 "  T ea Towel Assembly "

2 Measure the tea towel width and then trim the 
pieced rectangle so that it is ½" wider than the 

tea towel.   Turn ¼" hem on all sides and press well.

3 Pin in place and then sew using a ⅛" seam allow-
ance.  Sew slowly to keep the stitches even and 

neat.  
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1 Sew 2" squares together to make a 6½" x 6½" 
square.  Layer the pieced square with two pieces 

of cotton batting or one piece of Insul-Bright and 
the 8" x 8" square of backing fabric.  Quilt as de-
sired.

2 Use a small bowl or a glass to draw rounded 
corners on the quilted squares.   Trim.   Attach a 

hanging loop (optional) and then bind using your 
favourite method.

TIP: Cut the binding 
strips on the bias, ie a 
45o angle, to make it 
easier to bind around 
the curved edges.

Fabrics used are Bountiful by Sharon Holland for Art Gallery Fabrics.  
Kindly supplied by Sharon Holland.
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